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Wind energy forecasting

• Several economic and operational issues as

maintenance, matching supply with demand and

financial operations require wind forecasting at several

time scales.

• Wind energy sector routinely uses weather forecast up

to 15 days. Beyond this time horizon a retrospective

approach is used.

• Climate predictions can provide additional value to wind

energy current approaches.
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Concept climate prediction
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Climatology, currently the 

benchmark in the industry

e.g. tercile events or 

extremes

How skillful / reliable are 

the predictions?

Variable

Climate prediction, an additional 

source of information

Initialization
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Hydroelectric power 

management

Electricity demand

Climate predictions for energy
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Wind energy decision making

MONTHLY TO SEASONAL TIMESCALES

• Energy producers: Resource management strategies

• Energy traders: Resource effects on markets

• Wind farm operators: Planning for maintenance works

• Wind farm investors: Optimise return on investments

ANNUAL TO DECADAL TIMESCALES

• Wind farm planners: Site selection

• Wind farm investors: Evaluate return on investments

• Policy makers: Understand changes to energy mix
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Challenges for the use of climate 

information: Observational uncertainty 

Range of the differences (m/s) between the 10-m wind

speed values produced by ERA-Interim, MERRA and

JRA-55
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Challenges for the use of climate 

information: Predictability 

Correlation for 10-m wind speed between the ensemble

mean forecasts from ECMWF S4 and ERA-Interim

reanalysis in winter
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Challenges for the use of climate 

information: Biases 

Bias of 10-m wind speed between the ensemble mean

forecasts from ECMWF S4 and ERA-Interim reanalysis in

winter.



Bias-adjustments

of seasonal  predictions
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Seasonal predictions for wind energy

10-m wind 

speed 

seasonal 

predictions 

from 

ECMWF 

System4

Raw data

Simple bias 

correction  

Calibration

method

Quantile

mapping

Post-processing

Skill 

Reliability

Statistical 

consistency

Forecast quality 

assessment

Tailored 

wind speed 

seasonal 

predictions

Seasonal 

predictions for 

decision-making 

Bias-adjustments have been applied to improve the

forecast quality of the seasonal climate predictions and

allow their application by the wind energy users.
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Simple bias 

correction  

Calibration

method

Quantile

mapping

Simple bias correction is based on the assumption that both

the reference and forecasted distribution are well

approximated by a Gaussian distribution.

Bias-adjustments

Variability

Observations

Variability

Ensemble

Leung et al. (1999)
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Simple bias 

correction  

Calibration

method

Quantile

mapping

Bias-adjustments

Von Storch (1999)

Doblas-Reyes et al. (2005)

Variability

Mean Forecast

Variability

Observations

Variability

Esemble

Variance inflation:

• Predictions with the same interannual variance as

the reference dataset

• Correction of the ensemble spread
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Simple bias 

correction  

Calibration

method

Quantile

mapping

Bias-adjustments

Determines for each forecast to which quantile of the

forecast climatology it corresponds, and then maps it to

the corresponding quantile of the observational

climatology.

Inverse cumulative density 

function of the reference 

(quantile function)

Cumulative density function of 

the predictions 

Themeβl et al.  (2012)
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Total installed wind power
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Total installed wind power
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Impact of bias-correction on 

skill

Hindcast

climatology

Reference 

climatology

B
ia

s

Percentage of 

members in a 

category
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Impact of bias-correction on

statistical consistency

ECMWF S4 seasonal predictions of wind speed in winter (DJF) issued the 1st

of November and wind speed for the ERA-Interim reanalysis. 
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Impact of bias-correction on 

reliability



Calibration of attributable risk
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Attribution of extreme events

How accurate are extreme probability estimates from models?  

P1

Without climate change

With climate change

Climatology

How man can we 

trust P1 and P2 ?

P2

Bellprat and Doblas-Reyes (2016, GRL)

Fraction of attributable risk 
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Example of attribution
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Not reliable, ensemble

too confident

Attribution of a 30-year summer event  

Climate models ensembles tend to be overconfident, 

ensemble calibration often  leads to a reduction in FAR

Reliability can be calibrated by ensemble inflation

Without climate change
With climate change

Climatology

Bellprat and Doblas-Reyes (2016, GRL)
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Calibrating attributable risk

Reliability (Brier-component)
Reliability (Brier-component)

Bellprat and Doblas-Reyes (2016, GRL)



Dissemination activities
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Tailored wind speed predictions

ECMWF S4 10-m wind speed seasonal forecast for JJA 2015 initialized the 1st of May. The most likely

wind speed category (below-normal, normal or above normal) and its percentage probability to occur is

shown. White areas show where the probability is less than 40 % and approximately equal for all three

categories. Grey areas show where the climate prediction model doesn’t improve the climatology.
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Factsheets
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Key events assessment

 Data from ECMWF System 4

(European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts)

 We assess the global behavior 

providing  probabilistic 

seasonal predictions

 Aggregated output in terciles:

 Above normal

 Normal

 Below normal
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Visualisation tool for wind energy 

users

Clim4Energy

http://project-ukko.net



FUTURE PLANS

• This study describes a simple methodology to develop useful information

for the wind industry that can be easily integrated in their decision-

making processes.

• We have used three methods of bias correction which are simple enough

to be understandable for the users. They have been used to produce

forecasts with improved forecast quality.

• The comparison of the three methods indicates that calibration method

displays better reliability than simple bias correction and quantile

mapping, however in terms of skill the three methods produce similar

results.

• Event attribution studies should take into account model inadequacies,

which are translated in an overestimation of the attributable risk.

• Calibration ensures correct simulated probabilities of extreme events.

• Future work will focus on the formulation of predictions for specific sites.

This is a non-trivial task because the bias-adjustments necessary require

long-enough observational references that are not readily available.

Summary
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